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Liquid crystal colloidal dispersions constitute a novel attractive cl出 sof soft matter. One 
of the intriguing and important properties of liquid crystal colloidal dispersions is that elastic 
distortions of the host liquid crystal can mediate an effective long-range interaction between 
particles immersed in it. Well-known examples of such interactions in a nematic liquid crys-
tal include the dipolar one between particles carrying a hyperbolic hedgehog defect， or the 
quadrupolar one when the particle surfaces impose tangential anchoring. In Ref. [1] Poulin 
and co-workers reported a different type of orientational configuration of the host nematic and 
the resultant interaction. Two particles with strong normal anchoring stick to each other with 
narrow strings of bire仕ingentregions (they referred to this co凶gurationas“bubble-gum") and 
surprisingly， the attractive interaction force between the particles is almost independent of the 
inter-particle distance. There have been virtually no theoretical or numerical attempts to elu-
cidate the structures and properties of this “bubble-gum" configuration， except for a possible 
director profile suggested in Ref. [2]， where an escaped nontopological ring disclination is situ-
ated between the particle. The aim of the present study is to account for this unusual interaction 
by numerical calculations based on the Landau-de Gennes continuum theory starting from the 




To describe the orientational order of a nematic liquid crystal， we use a second-rank tensor 
order parameter Qij・ The仕eeenergy of the host nematic liquid crystal is given by F 
ん dr[~A官Q2-1B官 Q3+ ic (官Q2)2 十~L1 OkQijOkQij]， where n isthe時 ionoutside the 
two particles occupied by the nematic liquid crystal. We impose rigid normal anchoring at the 
surfaces of two spherical particles with equal radii. We出 sumeuniform alignment at infinity. 
The details of the numerical procedures are described in Ref. [3]. 
We show in Fig. 1 a typical orientational configura-
tion around two particles[4] ， inclose resemblance to the 
experimentally observed orientation profile reported in 
Ref. [1]. Figure 2 plots the rescaled free energy of the 
host liquid crystal as a function of the distance D be-
tween the centers of the particles[4]. The仕eeenergy 
almost fals on a straight line with a positive slope. It 
indicates that the interaction between particles is at-
tractive and the force is almost independent of D. This 
自ndingis consistent with the experimental observation 
of the constant force in the bubble-gum configuration[l]. 
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Figure 1: The orientation profile of 
a nematic liquid crystal shown by a 
gray-scale plot of Q~z (The z axis is 
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